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Sellout for sexualisation seminar!
Adelaide parents, educators, school counsellors, and community leaders came out
in droves to the Nov 23 Bratz, Britney and
bralettes seminar on the sexualisation of
children in and by the media. The seminar, held in the Immanuel College Century Theatre, reached a capacity audience of
300 five days in advance, with another 100
unable to book seats.
Jointly organised by the Australian
Council on Children and the Media, and
Kids Free 2B Kids, the seminar featured
Steve Biddulph, Julie Gale and Elizabeth
Handsley, and was chaired by popular
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ABC Morning Radio presenter Matthew
Abraham.
Those attending found the content enlightening and challenging, and by turns,
entertaining and fun. As with the earlier
seminar held in Melbourne in early August, those attending expressed relief at
finding they weren’t the only ones concerned about what they saw as harmful
pressures on their children.
Julie Gale, founding Director of Kids
Free 2B Kids inspired the audience with
her direct action in retail situations. Prof
Elizabeth Handsley explained how the
law had failed children and parents, and
where pressure was needed to make regulation work better to protect children.
Steve Biddulph (seen Left speaking to the
capacity crowd), in his inimitable fashion,
discussed the impacts of commercialised
and sexualised media on families and
children, encouraged parents to review
their own attitudes, body image concerns
and anxieties that result from exposure to
advertising, and offered ways to support
children.

Speakers from left: Matthew Abrahams, Julie Gale,
Elizabeth Handsley and Steve Biddulph

The audience came away from the seminar well satisfied, and armed with a range
of strategies for action, both within their
families and within the community.
ACCM and KF2BK are planning to continue these seminars as funding permits. They wish to thank the Lions of
Richmond, Immanuel College, and
Matthew Abraham (and the ABC Morning Radio program) for their support for
the Adelaide seminar.

‘Wild things’ 500th review
ACCM’s movie review service, Know
Before You Go has just clocked up its 500th
review. The service, which is funded by
the South Australian Attorney General’s
Department, reviews all movies rated
G, PG and M-rated movies which may
appeal to children.
Appropriately, the 500th movie reviewed
was Where the Wild Things Are, which,
although based on the well-known
children’s book by Maurice Sendak,
is rated PG for its violent and scary
content and was found by our reviewers
to be unsuitable viewing for under 9s
with parental guidance recommended
between 9 and 11.
ACCM is also pleased to announce that
abbreviated versions of its movie reviews
are now appearing every week in the
Adelaide based Sunday Mail newspaper.
Know Before You Go reviews are on the
ACCM website
www.youngmedia.org.au

SELLOUT SEMINAR: REPORT
500th MOVIE REVIEW

Growing up fast and furious: Reviewing the impacts of
violent and sexualised media on children
Friday 19 March 2010, 9am - 5pm
NSW Teachers Federation Conference Centre
37 Reservoir Street
Surry Hills NSW 2010
An Australian conference on Children and the Media, with international
researchers, Prof Rowell Huesmann (long term impacts of violent media)
Prof Ed Donnerstein (Internet violence and cyber-bullying) , Distinguished
Prof Craig Anderson (violent video games), and Prof Louise Newman
(Victoria, sexualisation of children), Dr Wayne Warburton (NSW, violent music
videos), Dr Cordelia Fine (Victoria, advertising) and Prof Elizabeth Handsley
(SA, regulation and classification).
Don’t miss this unprecedented opportunity to see several of the world’s leading
researchers on children and the media speaking together in Australia.
http://www.youngmedia.org.au/mediachildren/01_17_sydney_conference.htm

EDITORIAL: A MIXED BAG
FOR CHRISTMAS

TV EXPOSURE ADDS TO
AGGRESSION IN 3 YEAR OLDS
WHICH TOY TO BUY?
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A mixed bag for Christmas.

Now for the bad news

Just when we thought we could relax for the
holiday season and enjoy spending time with
our families and friends, the Federal government
has called two reviews, one at very short notice.

The revised Free TV Code of
Practice has been approved by
ACMA and is being lauded as
containing
improvements
for
viewers. Apart from now being Barbara Biggins
able to lodge complaints by email, OAM
Hon CEO
there are few gains as far as we
can see and some serious question
marks hanging over the liberalisation of the
promotion of MA15+ programs. Not to mention
the fact that the new digital channels will be
permitted to screen PG material all day - with
of course, a parental education campaign so
parents can take appropriate steps to protect
their children!

In addition, there have been two recent
announcements relating to media regulation
- one a good news story and the other very
disappointing.
First the good news!
Family First parliamentarian Dennis Hood had
the support of the Government to change the
laws related to the display and promotion of
R18+ videos and DVDs. This change should be
welcomed by all SA parents.
New section 40A of the Act imposes new
restrictions on how material for an R18+ film
may be displayed.
To comply with new section 40A, the material
for an R18+ film must be displayed in a different
area from that in which material for other films is
displayed. A different area includes, for example,
a different aisle, a different shelving case, a
different stand or different table.
New section 69A imposes new restrictions on
the exhibition of films or parts of films classified
R18+, and on the display of promotional material
about films classified R18+.

Contributions are welcome.

New section 69A prohibits the occupier of
premises to which the laws apply:

ACCM’s services are
supported by grants
from the
South Australian
Government

•exhibiting for promotional
at the premises a film or part of a film
R18+; or
•displaying for promotional
at the premises a poster, pamphlet
printed material in relation to a film
R18+.
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Review of multi-channels
On 4 December 2009, the Minister for Broadband,
Communications and the Digital Economy,
Senator Stephen Conroy, announced the release
of a discussion paper, ‘Content and Access: The
future of program standards and captioning
requirements on digital television multichannels’.
The discussion paper seeks comment on the
program standards (for children’s programs and
Australian content) and captioning requirements
that should apply to commercial digital multichannels.
Submissions close on 31 December 2009.
Details, including the discussion paper can be
found at
http://www.dbcde.gov.au/consultation_and_
submissions/multichannels

The Federal Government now expects us to
comment by 31 December 2009 on which other
rules (governing children’s content, Australian
content and captioning need apply to the new
channels).
And then, in a master stroke of timing, the Federal
Government has also, after many months of delay,
called for comment by February 28 on whether
there should be an R18+ category introduced for
computer games.
A great time of the year to be asking parents
to pay attention to this issue and make serious
and well-researched responses!! Already, we
understand that gamers are treating the inquiry
template (see below) for responses as a petition
and are voting YES in large numbers.
A much better question for parents to be
discussing is, “Do you wish to see accessible
to children, games with more extreme violence
and higher impact depictions of sexual and drug
activity?” For that is what we’ll see if gamers get
their way
Have a peaceful Christmas.

R 18+ classification for computer games Discussion paper released
Minister for Home Affairs Brendan O’Connor
has encouraged people to share their views
on whether an R 18+ classification category
for computer games should be included in the
Australian National Classification Scheme.
Mr O’Connor stressed that neither he nor the
Government had formed a view on whether the
Classification Scheme should include an R18+
Classification for computer games
Submissions close on 28 February 2009.
The discussion paper and inquiry template are
available at
http://www.ag.gov.au/gamesclassification.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
ADVERTISING

Stanaland, AJS; et al (2009)
Providing parents with online privacy
information: Approaches in the US and
the UK.
Journal of Consumer Affairs, Vol. 43, No. 3,
Pp474-494

Ohannessian, CM (2009)
Media use and adolescent psychological
adjustment: An examination of gender
differences.
Journal of Child and Family Studies, Vol. 18,
No. 5, Pp1573-2843

Steemers, Jeanette (2009)
The thin line between market and
quality: Balancing quality and
commerce in preschool television.
Televizion, www.br-online.de/jugend/izi/
english/publication/televizion/22_2009_E/
steemers.pdf. Pp53-56

Hulme, Prof Michael (2009)
Life support: Young people’s needs in a
digital age.
www.youthnet.org

Hill, Lisa (2009)
Play School keeps it real.
Media International Australia, No. 132,
Pp67-77

Straker, L; et al (2009)
Principles for the wise use of computers
by children.

VIDEO GAMES

McAllister, Matthew (2009)
Girls with a passion for fashion.
Journal of Children and Media, Vol. 1, No. 3,
Pp244-258

Ergonomics, Vol. 52, No. 11, Pp1386-1401

Goldfarb, L (2009)
“Buying into sexy”: Preteen girls and
consumerism in the 21st century.
http://sgsei.wordpress.com/events/
programme/

Harris, JL; et al (2009)
Nutrition and marketing ratings of
children’s cereals.
www.CerealFacts.org
Kervin, L & Mantei,J(2009)
Advertising in “tween” magazines:
Exploring the considerations and
opportunities.
www.englishliteratureconference.com.au
conference paper
Van der Waldt, DLR; et al (2009)
Attitudes of young consumers towards
SMS advertising.
African Journal of Business Management,
Vol. 3, No. 9, Pp444-452
Manios, Y; et al (2009)
Obesity and television watching in
preschoolers in Greece: The Genesis
study.
Obesity, Vol. 17, No. 11, Pp2047-2053
Henderson, Julie; et al (2009)
Governing childhood obesity: Framing
regulation of fast food advertising in
the Australian print media.
Social Science & Medicine, Vol. 69, No. 9,
Pp1402-1408
Shadel, WG; et al (2009)
How does exposure to cigarette
advertising contribute to smoking in
adolescents? The role of the developing
self-concept and identification with
advertising models.
Addictive Behaviors, Vol. 34, No.11, Pp932937

COMPUTERS & INTERNET

Youn, S (2009)
Determinants of online privacy concern
and its influence on privacy protection
behaviors among young adolescents.
Journal of Consumer Affairs, Vol. 43, No. 3,
Pp389-418

FILM

Lawrence, Will (2009)
A very wild ride.
Empire, No. 105, Pp56-60

MEDIA EFFECTS - EDUCATION

Jennings, Nancy A; et al (2009)
Educational television as mediated
literacy environments for preschoolers.
Learning, Media and Technology, Vol. 34,
No. 3, Pp229-242
Penuel, WR; et al (2009)
Summative evaluation of the Ready to
Learn Initiative.
http://cct.edc.org/ready_to_learn.asp

MEDIA EFFECTS - HEALTH
Maslen, Geoffrey (2009)
When fat becomes the norm.
About the House, No. 38, Pp32-36

Gubbels, JS; et al (2009)
Clustering of dietary intake and
sedentary behavior in 2-year-old
children.
Journal of Pediatrics, Vol. 155, No. 2, Pp194198
Daley, Amanda J (2009)
Can exergaming contribute to
improving physical activity levels and
health outcomes in children?
Pediatrics, Vol. 124, No. 2, Pp763-771
Graf, Diana L; et al (2009)
Playing active video games increases
energy expenditure in children.
Pediatrics, Vol. 124, No. 2, Pp534-540
Fainardi, V; et al (2009)
Sedentary lifestyle in active children
admitted to a summer sport school.
Acta Biomed, Vol. 80, No. 2, Pp107-116

MEDIA EFFECTS - SOCIAL

Heintz, Katharine, Ed (2009)
Children’s rights and the media.
Communication Research Trends, Vol. 28,
No. 3, Pp2-43

Zea, Natalia P; et al (2009)
Design of educational multiplayer
videogames: A vision from collaborative
learning.
Advances in Engineering Software, Vol. 40,
No. 12, Pp1251-1260
Barab, SA; et al (2009)
Transformational play as a curricular
scaffold: Using videogames to support
science education.
Journal of Science & Technology, Vol. 18, No.
4, Pp305-320

VIOLENCE

Feilitzen, Cecilia von (2009)
Influences of mediated violence: A brief
research summary.
The International Clearinghouse on Children,
Youth and Media, www.nordicom.gu.se/
clearinghouse
Wilson, Helen W; et al (2009)
Research review: The relationship
between childhood violence exposure
and juvenile antisocial behavior: a
meta-analytic review.
Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry,
Vol. 50, No. 7, Pp769-779
Paavonen, EJ; et al (2009)
Do parental co-viewing and discussions
mitigate TV-induced fears in young
children?
Child: Care, Health and Development, Vol.
35, No. 6, Pp773-780
Wang, J; et al (2009)
School bullying among adolescents
in the United States: Physical, verbal,
relational, and cyber.
Journal of Adolescent Health, Vol. 45, No. 4,
Pp368-375

CONFERENCES

World Summit on Media
for Children and Youth
14-18 June 2010
Karlstad, Sweden
http://www.wskarlstad2010.se/
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WORLD NEWS
TV exposure adds to aggression in
3 year-olds.

or promote young children’s interest in
inappropriate content.

US researchers have found that three-yearold children exposed to more TV both
directly and indirectly, are more likely to
exhibit aggressive behaviour..

TRUCE recommends toys that promote
dramatic play and manipulative play with
small play objects, encourage respectful,
non-stereotyped, nonviolent interactions
among children, allow children to
determine play, and help children develop
skills important for further learning and a
sense of mastery.

The study surveyed the mothers of
over 3,000 children about the amount of
television watched by their children and
the amount of TV use in the household.
Children who were smacked, lived in
disorderly neighbourhood or had depressed mothers were significantly more
likely to exhibit aggressive behaviour, but
TV exposure was significant even when
these other factors were controlled for.
Manganello, J & Taylor, C (2009)
Television exposure as a risk factor for
aggressive behaviour among 3-year-old
children. Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, 163, (11), 1037-1045.

Which toys to buy?
TRUCE (Teachers Resisting Unhealthy
Children’s Entertainment), a US based
organization of educators concerned about
the impact of media and commercial culture
on children has released its 9th Annual Toy
Action Guide. The guide provides a list
of toys and trends to avoid as well as toys
of value. It is available online free on the
TRUCE website:
www.truceteachers.org.
TRUCE recommends avoiding toys that
bring violence into rescue-related play, link
non-nutritious food to play, lure little girls
into focusing on teenage behavior, equate
money and shopping with fulfillment and
fun, use electronics to overstimulate babies,

Available TRUCE Guides Include:
•
•
•
•
•

Infant & Toddler Play, Toys & Media
Action Guide
Toys, Play & Young Children
Action Guide
Media and Young Children Action Guide
TV and Your Child

Unhealthiest cereals most marketed,
A report from the Yale University’s Rudd
Center for food policy & obesity has found
that the least healthy cereals are the ones
most marketed to children and that overall,
children are exposed to a vast amount of
marketing for highly-sugared cereals.
Among the findings in the report are:
• Compared to cereals marketed to
adults, those marketed to children
have 85% more sugar, 65% less fibre,
and 60% more sodium.
• The average preschooler sees 642 cereal ads per year on television alone.
• Cereals marketed heavily on television are also marketed heavily on the
internet.
The full report can be found at:
www.CerealFacts.org.

KIDS’ TV
A selection of children’s programs
screened on TV during the period
ABC1
Word Girl; Sitting Ducks; Ruby Gloom;
PoppetsTown; Dorothy The Dinosaur;
Fifi And The Flowertots; Elmo’s World;
The Adventures of Bottle Top Bill And His
Best Friend Corky; In The Night Garden;
Play School; Count Us In; Behind The
News Specials.
ABC2
Finley The Fire Engine; The Secret
World Of Benjamin Bear; Zoo Mix; Louie;
The Magic Roundabout; Sesame Street;
Guess With Jess; Thomas And Friends;
Grandpa In My Pocket; Inuk; George
And Martha; Franklin; Play School;
Olivia.
SEVEN
Larry the Lawnmower; It’s Academic;
Handy Manny; Sea Princesses; Flipper &
Lopaka; Dive Olly Dive!; Time Trackers.
NINE
Pixel Pinkie; Snake Tales; The Shak;
Steetsmartz; The Kingdom of Paramithi.
TEN
Toasted TV; Totally Wild; Puzzle Play;
Pearlie.
NICKELODEON
Dora the Explorer; Go, diego, Go!; Max
and Ruby; Fanboy and Chum Chum;
Back at the Barnyard; Zoey 101; Ni Hao
Kai-Lan; True Jackson, VP; Fresh beat
Band.
DISNEY CHANNEL
Even Stevens; Lizzie McGuire; The
Replacements; Kim Possible; Wizards
of Waverly Place; Jonas; Sonny with a
Chance.

